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GTC(E) (Sarah Jennings)  

GTCE is awarding QTS this year and registration for Sept intake – thereafter 

arrangements are unknown. The register of teachers may not be kept updated – may only 

list those barred. Regulation in future only to be in relation to conduct, not competence. 

 

GTC(E) are looking for ‘homes’ for outputs and some are to be archived – eg briefings 

and research papers at Institute of Education (London) – but there are concerns about 

accessibility. 

 

Legacy papers are being produced to reflect thinking at this point – websites sought to 

publish these principle/papers. (UCET will publish). NaPTEC has contributed to these 

papers.  

 

UCET (James Noble-Rogers) – reiterated white paper headlines with an analysis of 

media stereotyping of ‘left wing dogma’ and ‘too much theory’ in HEIs. The ITT review 

proposals will now be published in MAY and they will contain key implications for 

PGCE and UG routes, and identify where the resource (money) will go. 

 

UCET’s view is that a ‘mixed economy’ is good and that distinctions between school 

based and HEI based ITT are not clear cut. Nevertheless, the privileging of EBITTs and 

SCITTs in latest allocation of funding was not justified.  

 

View is that opening up more places (Teach First / University Training Schools ): 

numbers will not be huge. UCET is working with TDA to identify good practice in ITT. 

 

Major headaches anticipated with pre-entry tests. Recruitment of troops and ‘best’ 

graduates has been seen before – and there are good teachers drawn from this body of 

people. The most influential policy shift is Teaching School Initiative – 100 to be 

designated this Sept and 500 in 3 yrs time. The positive is that these schools may draw 

more places in through their cluster.  Award bearing CPD might be in demand. Schools 

may take a leading role in ITT (not THE leading role!) Reasonably confident in the 

argument that such schools will want to work with an accredited partner (M level study..) 

 

UCET (Jacquie Nunn) 

‘Guidance’ is now a dirty word – leave it to the profession to work it out! 

Resources – multiverse etc – a very strong voice that we should push for all the excellent 

resources to be continued, not just archived.  

 



Risk – all HEIs going it alone, reinventing wheels. Importance of subject bodies, 

organisations like NaPTEC – the sector needs induction for new teacher-educators and 

support for research. 

 

Structural change to the school system – what will schools do with these opportunities? 

Evidence that they will be looking for help with this and there are commercial 

opportunities. HEIs need to analyse the emergent needs of schools. TDA conversations – 

schools are looking for support on SEN and EAL – early and continuing professional 

development.  

 

Secondary subjects lost to the system is already leading to redundancies in some 

institutions. Uneven pattern across the country. Schools are now asked to behave 

differently and it is a time for primary-secondary sectors to come together. 

 

Dialogue with all partners very important – eg a Local Authority completely unaware of 

the political status of phonics in ITT. School unaware of precarious situation/funding of 

HEIs and are unaware of what we do – especially our understanding of trainee/students’ 

journeys. 

 

Standards commissions 

There is little awareness of history – the hard-won learning about standards and sub-

standards. Rose curriculum review – still has some influence with thinking around a 

slimmed-down curriculum. Challenge – teachers trained on 4/98 with early experience 

based in National Strategies – can they step into the autonomous space of curriculum 

design? There are already some commercial overtures. 

 

Gove reads research, which is hopeful – but prefers international comparisons (all of 

which involve HI in teacher education). UCET closely involved in dialogue with 

ministers and  regular meetings have been scheduled – some misconceptions are now 

broken down. 

 

From further discussion: 

UG routes are ultimately saved by the Browne review – students fund themselves. HEIs 

need to make it cost effective. 

Cumbria are considering a model of intensive 2 yr UG (generic Edu studies, no 

standards) + 1 yr PGCE. Also possible -  a 4 year route with Masters.  

 

Private companies moving into CPD – we have accreditation but HEIs need to move fast 

(too slow to validate!) also offer a coherent M level package (teachers picking up ‘bits’ of 

M level credits without having an MA). Inherent difficulty of HEIs being too expensive 

as project income is top sliced. 

 

ATL (Alison Ryan) 

High status of teaching erodes as salaries not high and pensions are under threat –  this 

leads to a challenge of recruiting high quality entrants. 

 



Teaching as a craft model of training – not understanding the ‘why’ of practice. SEN and 

behaviour is a major areas of teacher concern. No understanding the link between 

behaviour and SEN – not understanding child development well enough. Expert advice 

also being cut at L.A. level.  

 

Cuts and redundancies at school level now becoming the issue – especially amongst 

support staff. PPA time is possibly under threat. 

 

Huge training need to mentoring and coaching – some schools will struggle to teach 

children AND train teachers.  

 

Wider concern of ATL is the whole system wide change and threat to state education – 

becoming even more market driven and divided. 

 

Head teacher perspective (Ralph Slaney) 

What benefits do we get from schools? (Do partners really understand each other?) 

Some reasons schools take students – free supply cover for planned courses, access to 

mentor training and CPD (BG, Lincoln, charge but their partner schools buy into high 

quality CPD opportunities); retaining links to academia. 

 

Action research into the benefits of a lesson study approach – final placement students all 

work alongside class teachers in this. Benefits seen by all – excellent teacher 

development. Teachers gained insights into their own class and students realised ‘how 

aware children are of their own learning’. 

 

ITT perspective (Sam Twiselton, Cumbria) 

Sam outlined her research on moving students from curriculum deliverers to concept/skill 

builders. Students need time, space and support – time in a variety of school contexts and 

time away from school contexts. HEIs offer the ‘bigger picture’ – research, depth/breadth 

– able to compare/contrast contexts. Expertise together with deconstructing and co-

constructing understandings. We are more likely to have the expertise on the students’ 

journeys – which school trainers usually don’t. 

Scenario planning :  

1. Using Cumbria MP – Tim Farron – an early day motion. 

Strongly recommends we mobilise our MPs – especially Tories in marginal 

constituencies. 

2. A ‘shell like’ approach to validation of modules which can be adjusted very quickly 

and be fit for changing purposes. 

3. A 2 year intensive UG degree, creative, open route for teaching (any phase) or other 

career. May include international study. Third year is PGCE. Option of fourth year – 

Masters. 

4. If all funding removed from universities, then alternative sources of funding will be 

sought from schools.   

 

Recurring themes from the day: 



 We need to be fleet of foot and competitive economically to offer flexibility to 

schools buying in CPD 

 We have advantage of our partnership relationships, expertise, credibility and 

accreditation. 

 Greater understanding of all parties’ perspective needed 

 Increasingly, distinctions are blurred – and teacher secondments are commonly 

used elsewhere. 
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